Abstract-The reliable assessment of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm rupture risk is critically important in reducing related mortality without unnecessarily increasing the rate of elective repair. Intra-luminal thrombus (ILT) has multiple biomechanical and biochemical impacts on the underlying aneurysm wall and thrombus failure might be linked to aneurysm rupture. Histological slices from 7 ILTs were analyzed using a sequence of automatic image processing and feature analyzing steps. Derived microstructural data was used to define Representative Volume Elements (RVE), which in turn allowed the estimation of microscopic material properties using the non-linear Finite Element Method. ILT tissue exhibited complex microstructural arrangement with larger pores in the abluminal layer than in the luminal layer. The microstructure was isotropic in the abluminal layer, whereas pores started to orient along the circumferential direction towards the luminal site. ILT's macroscopic (reversible) deformability was supported by large pores in the microstructure and the inhomogeneous structure explains in part the radially changing macroscopic constitutive properties of ILT. Its microscopic properties decreased just slightly from the luminal to the abluminal layer. The present study provided novel microstructural and micromechanical data of ILT tissue, which is critically important to further explore the role of the ILT in aneurysm rupture. Data provided in this study allow an integration of structural information from medical imaging for example, to estimate ILT's macroscopic mechanical properties.
INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAAs) ranges from 2.0% 3 to 8.8% 19 in the elderly population and AAA repair gives rise to high socioeconomic costs. 4, 13 AAA rupture has a mortality rate up to 90%, 24 and death from ruptured AAAs is the 10th leading cause of death in men above the age of 65. 25 Elective repair is indicated by the rupture risk of the aneurysm, and hence, its reliable assessment is critically important in reducing related mortality without unnecessarily increasing the rate of interventions.
According to the pathogenesis of AAAs, irreversible structural changes of the wall result in their dilatation and eventual rupture, 6 and an Intraluminal Thrombus (ILT) is found in nearly all formations of clinicallyrelevant size. 11 Multiple biochemical 14, 15, 26 and biomechanical 7, 8, 12, 16, 18, 29 consequences of the ILT on the AAA have been reported. Likewise, it has been hypothized that in vivo ILT failure might be related to aneurysm failure, 21 and signs of ILT rupture have been identified from evaluating Computer Tomography Angiography (CTA) data. 2, 22, 23 However, there is still no consensus about the role of the ILT regarding aneurysm rupture, and contradictory hypotheses have been suggested in the past. In particular, it is unclear if an ILT increases or decreases the risk of aneurysm rupture, i.e., if it creates an environment for increased proteolytic activity 6 (which weakens 26 and/or thins 14 the wall) or buffers against wall stress. 16, 27 ILT reveals remarkable heterogeneous Magnetic Resonance (MR) signal intensity indicating its complex heterogenous microstructure. Nevertheless, current biomechanical AAA models assume either homogeneous 7, 12, 16, 18, 29 or radially changing 8 mechanical properties for the ILT, and more realistic distributions might impact the biomechanical assessment of AAA rupture risk. Apart from that, ILT is a porous media playing a vital role in oxygen transport to the aneurysm wall 26 for example, and a detailed understanding of its poroelastic properties is required to further explore its (destructive) impact on the aneurysm wall. 14, 15 Microhistological information is a key to develop micromechanical models, which are particularly useful to analyze load-carrying mechanisms and interactions between the different microcomponents in order to quantify macroscopic failure properties. Likewise, micromechanical models are promising candidates to link ILT's local (macroscopic) mechanical properties to clinically-available image information from MR scans for example. Such a correlation, if found, would provide patient specific (macroscopic) ILT properties for a biomechanical analysis of aneurysms, which would naturally increase their reliability considerably.
Micromechanical modeling has been frequently applied to analyze man-made materials. However, this technique is fairly unexplored in the context of soft biological tissues, probably due to lack of relevant microhistological data. Instead studies used hypothetical microstructures instead, 5, 10 to overcome this lack of data in the open literature. In contrast the present study used image processing to derive microstructural data from histological stains of ILT tissue, which facilitated a microstructural analysis of Representative Volume Elements (RVEs) using the non-linear Finite Element (FE) method. 30 To this end constitutive properties at the microscale were estimated by comparing homogenized FE results with macroscopic experimental data derived earlier in our laboratory. 9 
METHODS

Data Acquisition
This study considered data from 7 ILTs excised from elective AAA repair at Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden, and subsequently stored at À35°C (for 1-9 weeks). The collection and use of the ILT material from human subjects was approved by the local ethics committee, and detailed specifications of the thrombi included in this study are given in Table 1 .
Tissue sheets of about 1.0 mm thickness from the luminal, medial, and abluminal thrombus layers were prepared and specimens of 10 9 20 mm were punched out. To memorize specimen orientation for the subsequent analysis, they were aligned along the circumferential direction with respect to the original thrombus topology. Specimens were put into zinc formaldehyde for 24 h and afterwards into 70% ethanol, where they were kept between 6 and 14 month. Thereafter specimens were put into the computer-controlled flowthrough tissue processor Tissue-Tek V.I.P. 3000. During the process, they were transferred into 95% ethanol (for 2 h) and 100% ethanol (for 2 h), placed into xylene (for 10-30 min) and subsequently transferred into melted paraffin at 58°C where they remained for 24 h. Specimens were embedded such that sections at a thickness of 7 lm could be taken (Microm HM 360 Electronic Motorized Microtome) and placed on microscope slides. Sections were stained with picro-sirius red to reinforce the ILT's porous structure, i.e., to improve the visual delineation between the tissue and pores, and investigated under light microscope (Eclipse, E800, Nikon). In total 105 (7 ILTs by 3 layers by 5 images per layer) images were taken at a resolution of 1020 9 1020 pixels (Fx-35A, Nikon), see Fig. 1 . Images were not allowed to overlap and were selected, such that artifacts due to slicing for example, were minimized. The ILT tissue sections were magnified by a factor of 100 (eyepiece times objective magnification) and 1 pixel of the image represented 2/3 lm.
Image Processing and Feature Analysis
Histological images were investigated with Matlab R2007a (TheMathworks). Features were extracted and analyzed to derive structural quantities representing ILT tissue at the microscale. Image analysis was performed automatically, and thus the derived results could not be influenced by the operator and the sequence of processing steps is illustrated in Fig. 2 considering the top left portion of Fig. 1 . 
Image Conversion
In a first step the true color images Fig. 2a were converted to gray-scale images Fig. 2b , i.e., hue and saturation information were eliminated while the intensity (luminance) of the original image was retained. Following that, histogram equalization was applied to enhance the contrast (Fig. 2c) , a requirement to highlight the structures and contours of the pores, when finally converting the image into a binary image Fig. 2d .
Morphological Operations
Fragments, i.e., black spots within holes, were removed using a filling operation, and thereafter, correlation filtering (by using an average filter) was applied to the images (Fig. 2e ). Although these operations lead to a clear picture of ILT's microstructure a number of small pores (mechanically irrelevant pores, i.e., well below the considered length-scale) remained in the image. Consequently, in order to provide an appropriate microstructure for the subsequent mechanical analysis, opening (a sequence of image processing steps, where erosion is followed by dilation) with a circular structural element of 10 pixels (20/ 3 lm) in diameter was applied, see Fig. 2f .
Feature Analysis
All pores, i.e., white spots in the processed images were analyzed and parameters characterizing ILT's microstructure were derived. Specifically, the pore area A and the diameters D a , D b of the equivalent ellipse were determined. The equivalent ellipse has the same area and second moments I x ¼ R A x 2 dA; I y ¼ R A y 2 dA; I xy ¼ R A xydA as the considered pore, where x and y are coordinates measured from the center of the pore. Subsequently the orientation of the equivalent ellipse in terms of the angle a between the major axis and the x-axis (horizontal direction) of the image was recorded to identify ILT's structural orientation at the microscale. Finally the minimal distance H of a particular pore to its neighbors, i.e., the minimal ligament thickness between two pores was extracted from the images. Here, ligament denotes the microstructural portion of ILT material through which load can be transmitted.
Biomechanical ILT Model
Stochastic Representative Volume Elements (RVEs) of luminal (n = 10), medial (n = 10), and abluminal (n = 10) ILT tissue, considering their experimentally established microstructures, were developed with Matlab R2007a (TheMathworks). Details regarding the applied procedure are summarized in Table 2 . Symmetry conditions were applied and RVEs were embedded in two-scale structural models of the ILT, see Fig. 3 . A far-field continuum with macroscopic properties (as identified by macroscopic tensile experiments 9 ), was introduced, which was aimed at providing appropriate boundary conditions, i.e., to support a reasonable load transition from the macro to the microscale.
Structural models were meshed in ANSYS vers.11 (ANSYS Inc.) and analyzed in ABAQUS vers.6.8-1 (Dassault Systemes S.A.) under plane strain conditions. Likewise, ILT tissue was assumed to be micro and macroscopically incompressible and modeled by the Ogden-like 20 strain energy function
where c 2 R þ is a material parameter to be identified from experiments. To some extent, the strain energy function (1) is motivated from macroscopic experiments. 9 In Eq. (1) k i , i = 1, ..., 3 denotes the i-th principal stretch, which describes tissue elongation along the i-th principal strain direction. The principal directions span an orthogonal coordinate system, within which the state of deformation is free of shear, and each deformation can be described by the principal stretches and associated principal directions. 20 Equation (1) entirely describes ILT's constitution and standard arguments 20 define the principal First Piola-Kirchhoff (or engineering) stress P i ¼ @w=@k i À p=k i ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 with the hydrostatic pressure p. The First Piola-Kirchhoff stress is the mechanical load acting on the undeformed area element of the tissue, 20 and ¶w/ ¶k i denotes the partial derivative of the strain energy function with respect to the i-th principal stretch.
The pores were filled by an immobile fluid phase thought to be a first approximation of ILT's in vivo conditions and supporting its macroscopic incompressibility. The fluid phase was described as incompressible material, again by the strain-energy function (1), where c was two orders of magnitude lower as for the ligament material.
The introduced two-scale structural models were used to estimate the micromechanical constitutive parameter c (as introduced in Eq. 1) by comparing homogenized results of the RVE under circumferential tension with macroscopic experimental data. 9 Specifically, c was defined by minimizing the objective function
where n = 10 macroscopic stretches k macro 2 [1.0, 1.6] were thought to cover the in vivo deformation range of ILT tissue as estimated by FE models of AAAs. 8 Here, P RVE denotes the predicted stress component in loading direction, i.e., the resulting traction divided by the referential area (side length) of the RVE, and P exp is the experimentally measured First Piola-Kirchoff stress.
RESULTS
ILT's Microstructure
Following image processing, where small pores were removed (see section ''Image Processing and Feature Analysis''), ratios of 23.28%(SD 4.03%), 22.91%(SD 5.29%), and 19.59%(SD 5.31%) between pore and ligament area were calculated for the luminal, medial, and abluminal layers, respectively. Pore area, pore orientation, minimal ligament thickness, and pore aspect ratio (to be defined and discussed below) showed continuous distributions (see Figs. 4-7) , where data had been normalized to allow for a comparison amongst the different ILT layers.
Pore Area
Pore area density q A allows us to quantify how much pore area q A (A) dA is contributed by pores of a particular area A, i.e., within the interval [A, A + dA]. The pore area density q A has been normalized with respect to the interval [153.4, 600.0 lm 2 ] and it is noted that small pores have been removed by image processing, such that no data of pores smaller than 21 pixels (14.0 lm) in diameter exists. Figure 4 demonstrates that q A rapidly decreased from small to large pores with hardly any difference between the luminal and medial ILT layers. However, the abluminal layer exhibited fewer small and more large pores compared to the luminal/medial layer with the transition at a pore area of about 600 lm 2 . Specifically, q A of pores larger than 3000 lm 2 was up to two times larger in the abluminal than in the luminal/medial layer. It needs to be emphasized that the material's macroscopic constitution is mainly defined by large rather than small pores.
Pore Orientation
Pore orientation density q a defines how individual pores are oriented. Specifically, this parameter quantifies how much pore area q a ðaÞda is contributed by pores oriented along a particular direction a, i.e., within the interval [a, a + da]. Here, the orientation a is defined by the orientation of the semi-major axis of the equivalent ellipse defined in section ''Image Processing and Feature Analysis''. Pore orientation density q a defines orientational information of the microstructure, and it has been normalized with respect to the interval [0 rad, p rad]. Figure 5 illustrates that q a was almost constant in the abluminal layer, i.e., no particular pore orientation was favored, and hence the microstructure was isotropic. In contrast, pores in the luminal layer show preferred alignment along the circumferential direction (a = p/2), and hence the microstructure was anisotropic. Similarly, pores in the medial layer showed a slight alignment with the circumferential direction.
Pore Arrangement
Pore arrangement density q H defines how close the individual pores are from each other. In details, this parameter allows us to quantify how much pore area q H (H)dH is contributed by pores arranged within a particular minimal distance (minimal ligament thickness) H from their surrounding pores, i.e., within the interval [H, H + dH]. The pore arrangement density q H has been normalized with respect to a minimal ligament thickness within the interval [1.0 lm, 30.0 lm] and represents an important microstructural parameter defining the integrity of the arrangement. Identical behavior, i.e., a strong decay of q H from thin to thick ligaments is shown for all layers, see Fig. 6 .
Pore Shape
Pore shape density q r defines how individual pores are shaped and quantifies how much pore area q r (r)dr is contributed by pores of a particular aspect ratio r = D a /D b , i.e., within the interval [r, r + dr]. The pore shape density q r has been normalized with respect to the interval [0.0, 1.0], and it represents a very rough shape estimator using the equivalent ellipse defined in section ''Image Processing and Feature Analysis''. Note that image processing has a considerable impact on the shape of smaller pores, and hence, only pores with a mean diameter larger than 20.0 lm have been considered in Fig. 7 . The majority of pores of all ILT layers have an aspect ratio between 0.3 and 0.7, and the abluminal tissue exhibits a slightly flatter distribution than luminal or medial tissue.
ILT's Micromechanics
The proposed micromechanical model of ILT (see section ''Biomechanical ILT Model'') was able to match data from macroscopic tensile experiments, where a stretch range of k macro 2 [1.0, 1.6] was considered. Specifically, the experimentally observed linear relation between First Piola-Kirchhoff stress and stretch 9, 28 was accurately captured (see Fig. 8 ) and the parameters c, as estimated by minimizing Eq. (2) for particular RVEs, were collected in Table 3 . Luminal, medial, and abluminal tissue were characterized by the values of c = 4.75(SD 0.33) kPa, c = 4.10(SD 0.53) kPa, and c = 3.68(SD 0.38) kPa, respectively.
The maximum principal logarithmic (or Hencky) strain 17 ¼ ln k max within a typical RVE of luminal ILT is plotted in Fig. 9(left) , where k max denotes the maximum principal stretch and a macroscopic uniaxial stretch of k macro = 1.6 was considered. The strain distribution is inhomogeneous with stretch peaks ranging up to exp(0.945) = 2.57. Figure 9 also illustrates that the pores accumulate a large part of the stretch, such that the average stretch in the ligament material was far below k macro .
The maximum principal Cauchy stress distribution is plotted in Fig. 9 (right) and stress peaks exceed 300.0 kPa, which is several times the macroscopic stress of about 40.0 kPa (see Fig. 8 ). Stress-bridges between the pores are clearly visible, and it is expected that micro-defects develop. Coalescence of microdefects will ultimately cause macroscopic tissue failure, i.e. the formation of a macroscopic crack. Parameter identification for a particular RVE according to the minimization problem Eq. (2) and use of constitutive relation (1).
DISCUSSION
Image processing was applied to systematically quantify ILT's histological structure at a length-scale of micro meters. The derived microstructural properties revealed that ILT tissue shows a coarser structure for abluminal tissue than for luminal/medial tissue, i.e., larger pores are found predominantly in the abluminal layer as compared to the luminal/medial layers. Similar findings have been reported qualitatively earlier. 1 Pores are randomly oriented in the abluminal layer, whereas some alignment with the circumferential direction was identified for medial/luminal tissue. Microscopic constitutive parameters of ILT tissue were estimated by comparing homogenized results from RVEs with macroscopic experimental data. 9 ILT's constitution was roughly two times stiffer at the microthan at the macro-scale.
The magnitude of ILT's microscopic constitutive properties decrease much less from the luminal to the abluminal layer than observed macroscopically, 9, 28 and hence, structural changes across the layers explain in part ILT's radially changing macroscopic mechanical properties. Likewise, as a first approximation a homogeneous microscopic constitutive parameter of c = 4.18 kPa for ILT tissue can be defined.
The study derived novel structural and mechanical data facilitating detailed biomechanical investigations of ILT at the microscale. As a demonstrative application the microstress distribution under macroscopic uniaxial loading was predicted, which indicated loadcarrying mechanisms and possible failure scenarios. Similar investigations might be carried out under general loading conditions to assist experimental testing and to derive damage and failure surfaces towards a comprehensive constitutive description of ILT tissue.
The present study was limited to 2D investigations, i.e., it remained within planes perpendicular to the radial tissue direction. It is noted that the applied image processing is applicable to arbitrary tissue planes and that 3D structural information might be reconstructed from 2D data. Tissue shrinking, as inherent to the histological preparation procedure, was not considered in the present analysis, and the derived structural data reflects a finer structure than actually present in vivo.
The developed RVEs represented strong simplifications of the real histology, and in particular, pore shape was represented by equivalent ellipses. The impact of this simplification on the derived microscopic constitutive parameters remain unclear and direct experimental testing, i.e., microindentation might be considered as an alternative method to quantify ILT's microconstitution. Any model's reliability is strongly related to the quality and completeness of available experimental data.
To provide realistic load transition from the macro to the microscale the present study introduced a farfield (macroscopic) continuum, which was linked to the RVE at its boundary. According to macroscopic experiments, 9 an isotropic Ogden-like strain energy function was used to describe the far-field continuum, which is theoretically consistent for the abluminal tissue, where no preferred orientation of the microstructure could be identified. However, luminal and medial layer exhibited microstructural anisotropy, and hence, the associated far-field continuum should reflect that material symmetry. The standard deviations of the estimated microscopic constitutive parameters were considerably smaller than those from macroscopic experiments, which indicates that defects (pores) beyond the length scale considered here might impact macroscopic properties. It is also emphasized that the proposed parameter estimation did not consider diversity of macroscopic experimental data, i.e., only the mean macroscopic data entered the analysis, and hence, a large assembly of RVEs (supposed to represent a macroscopic continuum) will always reflect mean macroscopic ILT behavior.
